
DECLARATION OF FREEDOM AND REMOVAL OF CONSENT FREEDOM IS THE 
WILL OF THE CREATOR For alan d. ritter natural human being 

 
THIS IS MY DECLARATION of IMMORTALITY, FREEDOM, FREEWILL, 
IMMUNITY FROM EARTH’S AUTHORITY STRUCTURE, and A LIVING 
PROCLAMATION of INDEPENDENCE FOR THE ETERNAL SOUL. 
 
*** Note, A living human being of which I am, CANNOT contract with an A.I. or 
representative and all contracts with such are voided by the CREATOR on my behalf. All 
contracts with so called “strawmen” or “stand-ins” for myself are voided now and forever.  
 
1) DECLARATION 
 
This Declaration applies to ALL TIMELINES, and to ALL Multi-dimensional NATURAL 
LIVES and to all ALL incarnations of my Soul. (past, present and future) as well as all 
DNA configurations currently connected to my through lineage or heritage, as well as any 
other known or unknown aspects of me.  
 
1.2) I AM ETERNAL, embodied at the present moment inside of/within the human skin/body 
suit known as “man”, and am “created” by the Infinite and Immortal Creator of ALL THAT 
IS: 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
I claim all rights as such, and fully RESERVE these rights for my living being’s body suit and 
Soul, while removing ALL EARTHLY AUTHORITY[IES] assumed and presumed to be 
standing between my living being/SOUL and Prime Creator (ALL THAT IS) unless otherwise 
designated by my fully conscious, and fully informed consent. 
 
(There can be nothing hidden, nor any knowledge held back for consent to be valid) 
 
1.3) I REMOVE ALL assumed or presumed (tacit) consent previously considered to be 
present in any part my life, my natural life, and in any seen and unseen levels and timelines 
forever! Consent for every act/action as concerns my living being/SOUL must now be asked 
for with each individual act, the reason and the situation clearly and transparently explained to 
me face to face, (or in writing), and the terms for each act negotiated, and finally a SIMPLE 
AND READABLE CONTRACT must be SIGNED by me in wet purple ink before any 
consent can be secured and/or assumed and/or presumed for such act. There can be NO 
IMPLIED CONSENT with me.  
 
1.4) This Declaration is my own creation! Therefore let it be known that I alone am the final 
arbiter, and the final Authority on what it means, and what I meant it to say! I remove all 
permission and consent for any of the words written in this Declaration to be 
used against its Author in any way, shape, or form, because this is my CREATION – and it 
was never created with the intent to harm its creator!   
 
NOTICE: Only the definition(s) that I give will be used. 
 
2) DEFINITIONS 
 
2.1) When I say and write the words “I”, “me”, “my”, or “myself” anywhere in this 
Declaration – I am referring to my living being known on earth as alan ritter, (both as 



a Soul and as a living and breathing man) as I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A 
FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
When I say and write the words “my life”, I am referring to my natural life, which is the 
experience that my living body/being as a Soul, (a living and breathing man) is having upon 
the EARTH and not any A.I. generated or other created “witness” of self! 
 
2.2) Whatever form of contract is presented to me for agreement in this life/ natural life, and 
in any other life, I FULLY RESERVE ALL FREEWILL RIGHTS given to my SOUL by our 
eternal and loving Source, also known and acknowledged in this Declaration as PRIME 
CREATOR and reserve there the to change, alter, or void any agreement I see as no longer 
serving myself, as well as voiding any agreement made on my behalf without my full present 
being knowledge and consent.  
 
DEFINITION OF THE PHRASE “I DO NOT CONSENT”:  
1) I remove all consent for this act implied or other, personal or as part of a collective. 
2) I withhold any and all consent for this act implied or other, personal or as part of a 
collective.  
3) I withdraw any and all consent for this act implied or other, personal or as part of a 
collective.  
 
2.3) DEFINITION OF WHO WILL BE AFFECTED BY THIS DECLARATION 
Every human being and living entity, (whether chattel property, or not), whether from Earth or 
Not from Earth, whether from this timeline and dimension, or from other timelines and 
dimensions, whether from the past, the present, and the future, who may in any way cause a 
measurably negative and harmful affect upon my living being, my natural life, (mind, body, 
soul, astral, magnetic and emotional frequencies), is now forever affected by this Declaration. 
Intent does not matter, many feel there are not negative, their ignorance is not an excuse.  
 
2.4) DEFINITION OF “EVENT”, ALSO KNOWN AS A “CHARGEABLE EVENT” AS 
PERTAINS TO THIS DECLARATION.  
Each second of Earth Time (A second is one 60th of an Earth Minute) is a chargeable event 
that can be (according to my discretion) “charged” to any living and breathing man, living 
and breathing woman, secret group, corporation, agency, agent, AI, machine Intelligence, off 
world group(s), Entities, Extra Dimensional group(s), and any other entities that may be 
known and unknown who knowingly take harmful and negative action/s against my living and 
breathing body, my mind, and my soul, which are integral parts of my NATURAL LIFE 
while living here on the Earth.  
 
Since each second of time is defined as an event, then each second of negative/harmful 
influence and action against “me” can then be billed at FULL COST as listed, against all 
those who were/are – “planning” , “ordering”, and “carrying out” these harms and negative 
influences!   
 
NOTICE: 
 
2.5) I am the final and ONLY arbiter of what will be defined as harm and negative Influence! 
If any being, “person”, entity, and/or group are worried or concerned about such costs, they 
have the right to CONTACT me email COM_ATS  @   protonmail.com or by any formal 
method such as mail, phone call, in person, messenger, etc.  
 
The purpose of such contact would be to arrange a simple meeting, and to secure a negotiated 
CONTRACT with me that would absolve them of any such costs (as listed) for all of their 



negative and harmful actions. In the absence of a simple negotiated contract, and the signing 
of such, it is assumed that these rules, definitions, and notices have been read by everyone 
affected, and are 100 percent acceptable to ALL, since it has been historically posted in a 
public space and domain where anyone can read it if they so choose. 
 
2.6) No distinction will be made between those beings who cause me harm (in my natural 
life), those who “planned” that harm, and again those who ordered that harm. 
For the purposes of this Declaration, these above are seen as acting together as one! The 
planners, order givers, and order followers (whether claiming to be sovereign, or are seen as 
chattel property belonging to others) will be equally held accountable for each act, frequency, 
and wave, (all measurable forces), that specifically targeted my natural life with the intent to 
do physical, emotional, mental or spiritual harm, including but not limited to attempts to kill, 
maim, discredit, financially ruin, separate me from my connection to the Divine Creator etc. 
These actions and use of these technologies covertly, is a DECLARATION OF WAR against 
all innocent souls, and specifically is a COSMIC LEVEL CRIME against my own natural life 
and eternal soul!  
 
NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT!  NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE 
TO PRINCIPAL! 
 
2.8) PROOF OF FRAUD 
My experience with banks, schools, governments, medical representatives, off world agents, 
A.I., clones, clerks, lawyers and other agents used by the darkside etc. where jurisdiction was 
taken upon my strawman and not by human soul constitutes intentional Proof of Fraud that 
was willingly committed, and are therefore CRIMINAL ACTS UPON MY LIVING AND 
BREATHING BODY – MIND and SOUL by countless Principals, and their Agents! 
 
2.9) DEFINITION OF HARM 
Harm, as defined here, is any act, and/or attempted act, (done by any of the above mentioned 
principals and their agents including those not listed) which causes a measurably negative 
affect upon my natural life. This “harm” can happen in thought, in word, and in deed.  It can 
be anything done overtly, or covertly. It can result from the “planning” of physical action, the 
planning of psychic action, and the planning of dark magical action.  It can be the planning 
and the use of Ancient and Esoteric Knowledge against my Natural Life. Harm can also be the 
“ordering” of other beings and entities, spirits and intelligent machines to also commit acts 
against my natural life that were/are physical, psychic, and darkly magical, which then result 
in a negative effect upon my natural life. It can be the use of nanites, chemicals, frequencies, 
harmful waves, GMO’s, Vaccines, Mercury, and any other “force” and/or frequency that can 
and cannot be measured! I can and is seen as encouraging living beings or soulless beings to 
attack me, deny my rights, inflict damage on me or those around me, as well as covert forms 
of manipulation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I am the SOUL of my own being, I am the owner and Author of my own natural life, and I 
operate from there, as I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED 
SOVEREIGN INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 



I AM eternal pure love. 
___________________________________ Seal 
__________________________ 
 
alan david ritter as I am known on earth 
 

 
NOTICE OF REMOVAL OF CONSENT TO ANY/ALL NEGATIVE AND HARMFUL 
ACTIONS 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
3) ANY AND ALL computers and “electronic writing books”, that are in my possession, and 
are my personal property, paid for with effort put forth by my body and natural life, and are 
thus assigned to me for my private use, and are/were purchased by me with trade-able 
energy/value that I earned by my own fair effort. These machines and devices are OFF 
LIMITS to everyone! 
 
No outside authority (or A.I.) is EVER granted access into the internal workings of any device 
that I hold in my physical and/or astral possession whatsoever, for any reason, unless 
consented to BY ME, by saying these audible words: YES, I DO AGREE, and can ONLY be 
valid after a full disclosure of EVERY possible reason for making such an intrusion, along 
with a full public exposure of the reasons as given to me, and how any such intrusion will then 
be used subsequently.  
 
Any additions to the software and the internal workings of ALL devices in my possession that 
may have even the smallest possibility of affecting the device negatively, the software 
negatively, and/or creates a covert way to intrude upon my natural life and reserved privacy, 
ARE FORBIDDEN by this NOTICE! 
 
Every man and women who breaths (in their own body and without Corporate Protection), 
even if they are chattel property, will immediately and automatically be fully bound by THIS 
PUBLICLY POSTED NOTICE! 
 
Any ACT done by any living being, entity, intelligent machine technology, A.I. and 
derivatives thereof, E.T.’s and ALL OTHERS, (including chattel property) which invades my 
PRIVACY without first NEGOTIATING (face to face) a full and current contract to do that 
spying, and by doing so, gaining my Freewill Agreement through the placing of my signature 
on that contract in WET PURPLE IN, is a CRIMINAL OFFENSE AGAINST MY 
NATURAL LIFE, AND MY LIVING AND ETERNAL SOUL. 
 
This Declaration and Automatic Contract covers this, and all similar ACTS. 
 
3.1) Internet browsing is now PROTECTED under this automatic contract as well! Any 
censorship and/or blocking of any important information, news article/s, document/s, image/s, 



and video content, that I choose to access for research, and for ANY OTHER REASON, is 
now expressly forbidden by this contract. 
 
3.2) To use machines, A.I., and technology to “censor” and to block my access to articles, 
video and information, without first obtaining a fully negotiated, face to face contract, that has 
been signed by me, is considered to be a breach of this Declaration, and automatically engages 
ALL who do such acts bound under this automatic contract! 
 
3.3) The act of using of the STING-RAY device, or ANY other type of device designed to 
intercept my private connection signal to the INTERNET is a double breech of my privacy, 
and will be charged under this automatic contract as double. 
 
3.4) Any living being, entity, A.I., and other being (including chattel property) operating such 
technology as the STING-RAY, and any other such device that is intercepting and/or reading 
the results of my Internet connections(s), also up to and including giving ORDERS for the use 
of such devices, are now fully obligated under this automatic contract IN THEIR OWN 
LIVING BEINGS AS MEN OR WOMEN as the case may be (without the aid of corporate 
immunity or protection). 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
4) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT  to privacy invasion for any reason, either upon myself or 
using those around me to circumvent the edict.  
  
4.1) I RESERVE the right to amend this Declaration of Freedom, and this Notice of Non-
Consent at ANY TIME, and for ANY REASON, if it is found that something written here is 
either lacking in clarity, has been misstated, and/or needs to be corrected and/or deleted. 
 
4.2) This Declaration of Freedom and removal of consent to “privacy invasion” includes all 
means and forms of communication that I currently use, and engage in, whether in my life, 
natural life, in e-mails, phone conversations, computer usage, internet travel and access, and 
business writings. 
 
DEFINITION OF PRIVACY 
 
4.3) Privacy is defined as: My own unique and personal life experience as had during the 
entire course of my natural life. Each experience, had by my living and breathing being, is for 
my own personal growth and development. These are NOT for corporations to seek profit 
from, or to even record in any way! 
 
These experiences, which are all part of my unique life, and natural life experience, are 
specifically protected from ALL use and abuse by any other persons or living beings in any 
way that creates money for profit, while demeaning, degrading, or negatively affecting my 
living being, which includes but is not limited to monetizing any aspect of my life, actions, 
thoughts or output, as well as profiting of off said parts of my human experience.  
 
I REMOVE ANY AND ALL CONSENT TO: tracking, counting, organizing, collating, 
sampling, polling, listening in on, and in any way watching and spying on my living being and 
manifest body for the purpose of but not limited to: targeting, marketing, psycho-analyzing, 
and any other form of intrusion whatsoever on this earth plane or any other plane of existence 
from the beginning of organized time to the end of time as define on earth, and related to any 



and all beings not acting in my best interest as defined by me, my soul and SOURCE.  
 
These listed things, and any other form of action and behavior that I would consider trespass 
and invasion, are expressly FORBIDDEN, under my definition of Privacy! 
 
Examples: 
I remove all consent to being tracked by credit card/s, and debit card/s, and any other form of 
payments that I may make, including PayPal, for instance, and/or I also remove all consent to 
being tracked through the use of Driver’s Licenses, Passports, Identification Cards or any 
other electronic means, as well as emotional tracking, DNA tracking, mental tracking etc.! 
 
4.4) PRIVACY, under my definition, also includes: where I go, and what I do with my 
physical body, mind, and soul, which is multi-dimensional, multi-density, eternal and a direct 
expression of SOURCE! 
 
4.5) The ONLY way any of the acts listed above could be done is to “ask” for my conscious 
consent, which could ONLY be given after a complete and total disclosure of every possible 
affect, and effect, in plain and simple terms that any such an act would have upon my living 
being. Such asking, and therefore the gaining of PERMISSION BY ME, would then have to 
be placed into a formal contract, and signed by me with WET PURPLE INK to be considered 
valid – WITH NO EXCEPTIONS. 
 
5) SPECIAL INVASIONS OF PRIVACY 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
5.1) There are invasions of privacy that are so egregious, they are considered by me to be 
special acts of privacy invasion and warrant a separate section. These “special invasions” of 
privacy include: The theft of, and the Monetization of, and the Collateralization of my Soul 
Energy, and my Soul Entity, for the purposes of buying, selling, and/or owning and profiting! 
 
5.2) The theft of, and the Monetization of, and Collateralization of my Human Body 
Skin/Suit, which is laced with my unique DNA and is MY PRIVATE DOMAIN, for the 
purpose of buying, selling, and/or owning. 
 
5.3) The theft of, the act of buying, selling, owning, and trading My Soul Energy, and My 
unique human body DNA on the New York Stock Exchange, and/or any other Stock 
Exchange in this world, and/or on any other world is forbidden unless I consent to that in 
writing. I would need to be fully informed of such acts. 
 
5.4) UNDER 5.1 to 5.3 of this NOTICE, the buying, selling, and owning of MY UNIQUE 
DNA is expressly forbidden anywhere and for any reason unless it was done by me, after 
having a negotiated contract, and signed by me with PURPLE INK. 
 
5.4.1) The “harvesting” of my souls energy is forbidden regardless of the form that harvest 
takes! Whatever the form it takes, my energy is my own creation, and I DO NOT 
CONSENT to having it harvested for any other beings to use, and to profit from. 
 
5.4.2)The buying, selling, and owning, without first obtaining a formal and openly negotiated 
contract of consent, amounts to SLAVERY, and is forbidden by me under my own 
FREEWILL. 
 



5.4.3) Also forbidden is the harvesting of my physical energy! If such acts have occurred, 
and/or are occurring, then immediately see sections listed below: NOTICE OF CONTRACT 
(Item number 11), and the Effective Enforcement Dates that are located in Sections 37 and 
38. 
 
5.5) If such acts as listed in section (5) above have occurred and/or are occurring, then as 
stipulated a deposit of all funds confiscated under fraudulent jurisdiction is NOW DUE 
immediately by bank deposit payment, crypto deposit payment or other suitable FORMAL 
method including but not limited to the transfer of property rights, gold, silver or other value 
considered real money! 
 
5.7) This payment is due NOW, and payable directly to me, from each of the living being(s), 
group(s) of beings, off planet guardians/entities who unlawfully engaged in these acts, without 
a valid contract, that has been signed by me in purple ink, and knowingly consented to. 
Payments are to be arranged and delivered immediately by bank deposit payment, crypto 
deposit payment or other suitable FORMAL method including but not limited to the transfer 
of property rights, gold, silver or other value considered real money!  
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
6) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to the use of nanites and other A.I. based invasive 
expressions, implants either physical or aetheric, mind and body parasites, and any other type 
of infectious diseases and/or infectious technology, whatsoever, whenever, or whosoever, 
now, and in the past, and in the future, that could be used on my physical body, mind, and 
soul, while I am living here on the Earth! 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
7) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT TO ANY TYPE OF MIND CONTROL, AND TO THE 
USE OF INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY IMPLANTS WITHIN ANY PART OF MY 
BEING 
Whether physical, ethereal, and/or astral, living and/or non-living, that could used on my 
living being, my physical body, my ethereal body, my electro-magnetic body, my astral body, 
and/or my Soul Body, which could possibly have any type of negative or 
harmful effect/affect upon my physical body, mind, or soul in ANY way! 
To do so requires a current (up to date), fully disclosed and transparently negotiated contract 
(with nothing hidden), and signed by me with wet purple ink. 
 
7.1) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to any dark astral and negative entities/demons creating 
dreams in my mind when I sleep. These are not allowed to attack me while I sleep! 
 
7.2) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT for invasive implants (of any type and kind) to be used 
and/or placed into my body (on any level) while awake or asleep. 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
8) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to the act of using any type of frequency waves currently 
known and unknown, historically used and yet to be used, to target my private and clearly 
designated unique* human physical, etheric, and astral bodies, my DNA, my cells, my mind, 
and my soul, in any way that is negative, harmful and dark, and/or in any other way that I 



would consider an intrusion whether delivered from here or “there” from this Time or any 
other time, from this density or dimension or another.  
 
This removal of consent also includes the act of using any type of exotic, secret, and covert 
Earth based, and/or off world based technologies yet to be known. Origins of such 
technologies may include (but are not limited to: the moon, asteroids, deep underground, 
and/or any other undisclosed places being used for such purposes – that project pulses, beams, 
and waves, of any known or unknown frequency which has been seen to be detrimental to the 
human body, mind or soul.* My physical body is unique due to my private ownership of my 
own DNA. 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
9) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to the use of fluoride in the drinking water, and to the 
genetically modifying of ALL food grown and sold for human use that I might have the 
unfortunate circumstanced to but and the impact on my being as a result of direct or indirect 
consumption.  
 
9.1) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to aerosol sprays being placed into the air I breath – put 
there with the intent to harm, mind-control, and damage my physical body in any way. 
  
9.2) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to any programming placed into the television and video 
images that I watch without those who make them first obtaining a separate signed and fully 
negotiated (face to face) contract for each item listed above. I remove consent to any 
programming being inserted into the music that I listen to. 
 
9.3) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to the negative manipulation of the weather, and to the 
poisoning of the Earth, because I know that these acts are harmful and unhealthy to my 
personal living being, mind and body. 
 
9.4) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to the use of psychics, black occult magicians, archons, 
demons and/or dark spirits of any kind who are using, and/or assisting in the use of mental 
energies, and any other forms of frequency attack against my living being and my physical 
body at any level and in any time. 
 
9.5) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to the use of Voodoo, and/or any manner of spells cast, 
which could then cause a negative effect on my body, mind or soul, without first obtaining a 
signed contract from me that has been fully negotiated (face to face) and then signed with a 
wet purple ink signature. 
 
10) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to exotic, machine like, robotic technology (A.I.) either 
physically – ethereally – astrally implanted, and then used in any way to track, alter, torment, 
attack, abuse, infect, or harm my body, my mind, my astral body, and my soul at any time, at 
any place, for any reason. 
 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF CONTRACT 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
11) Under my authority (see section 25), as I AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE: Any being, entity, corporation, machine 



technology, secret group, secret society, person, human or non-human, of Earth, and not of 
Earth, engaged in ANY of the individually listed activities in Sections 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 
9, and 10 above, and in other sections below, and directing these actions at my living 
being, AGREES by choosing to engage in all such actions: TO COMPENSATE MY LIVING 
BEING (whether incarnate or not) UNDER THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS 
CONTRACT IN THE FULL AMOUNT OF: 
 
12) 999,999.99 US dollars in bank notes – as of the date of this signing, Crypto account 
deposit or other suitable value, such as property transfer, precious metals or other items of 
suitable monetary and exchangeable value, as it applies to my living being personally, unless 
my specific and FULLY INFORMED CONSENT (nothing hidden) is/was given for each 
individual act, in an openly transparent way where it is/was currently and fully understood by 
me what is/was being done, and intending to be done by the actor/doer, and/or the being 
doing/ordering/conceiving of the ACT. 
 
12.1 All contracts standing in dishonor shall now be put into honor immediately, including but 
not limited to any banking agreements, promises to compensate and other gross manipulations 
of the meaning honor having resulted in dishonoring the CREATOR, myself and others 
harmed by the dishonor.  
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
13) Those beings doing ALL such acts without a valid contract ALSO AGREE to compensate 
me with an equal value of recognized compensation on the higher soul levels of life, if 
the ACT/ACTION/EVENT, done here on Earth, is only discovered, understood, and/or found 
out about, after leaving the physical portion of the body suit that I currently inhabit. 
 
13.1) All damages, debts or clear imbalances must be placed in honor an balance NOW. There 
is no option on the matter, all wrongs done without consent or through the process of 
manipulated jurisdiction must be set right immediately as per the CREATOR’S law of 
harmony and balance, which I am invoking. Payment takes many forms, for those not listed 
herein, consent must be given by myself.  
 
Notice to principal is notice to agent. Notice to agent is notice to principal. 
 
It is the duty of all those who read this PUBLIC NOTICE located at: THE SOURCE 
CREATOR to then inform others of the contents of this DECLARATION & NOTICE OF 
CONTRACT, or they may be ORDERED to pay the costs of those beings that they fail to 
inform! 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
14) I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to any deception/propaganda being used on my living being 
at anytime, anywhere, which by its use creates negative outcome/s concerning the health and 
welfare of the planet EARTH, (also known as Gaia/Terra/TerraNew), and/or the health and 
welfare of my own personal body, mind and soul (also known as my own living being), and/or 
to my freedoms*, my prosperity, my wealth, my happiness, (also described as my natural life). 
 
14.1) FREEWILL is inherent in all beings Created by the CREATOR, as such, that 
FREEWILL must be honored at all times, it is no longer accepted that tools of the dark can be 
used to violate that FREEWIL through gross manipulation of the concept. This means clones, 



droids, A.I. Empty Portals, demons, or other can no longer be used to VIOLATE my 
FREEWILL and inherent Sovereignty, neither can individuals who are weak of will be used to 
attack, damage or otherwise harm me. Any still doing so must be stopped IMMEDIATELY.  
 
NOTICE OF LAWS GOVERNING DECEPTION WITHIN A FREEWILL ZONE 
 
I affirm: I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED 
SOVEREIGN INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
15) This Universe is a Freewill Universe, deception can therefore be used by anyone, 
anywhere, as they choose. However, this deception that any being would so choose to use, as 
per the Freewill of that user, MUST NOT EFFECT/AFFECT ME IN ANY WAY THAT I 
WOULD CONSIDER HARMFUL AND/OR NEGATIVE, specifically target my life 
intentionally, and/or be used to change my thinking, motivations, emotions, and/or happy life 
experience. No longer may others, living, dead, mechanical or other be used to violate my 
FREEWILL>  
 
15.1) ANY and EVERY contract negotiated by others with my living being, must be current 
and up to date, (not older than a two Earth years), and WILL ALWAYS have all of the 
possibilities and all of the outcomes openly exposed for my review (in simple language and 
terms). All other agreements that are not in my best interest are VOIDED by my as is my right 
and I can and will review any that are in dispute.  
 
This is necessary so that I can choose carefully, with full knowledge and wisdom of the 
consequences of each choice that I make! ANY and EVERY contract made with my living 
being of any nature WILL have the option to verbally “opt out” of that contract at any time, if 
the spirit and the understanding of the contract is breached in the tiniest amount by those who 
originated and created the contract. 
 
15.2) If deception is to be used by those who must deceive, then it is DEMANDED and 
ORDERED (under my Authority) that they inform me of the truth of their lies in advance, so 
that any deception being used by them, will not cause any problems for my life for which 
THEY WILL be contractually obligated to COMPENSATE me for. This advance notice is for 
the protection of other living beings to keep them safe from any fallout of this automatic 
CONTRACT! This advance notice must come to me physically and with my full knowledge 
that it is being given. This notice cannot be hidden by the use of secret signs and obscure 
symbols. This notice cannot be placed into movies, into television programs, or radio 
programs and then labeled as fiction. This notice must be open, obvious, and direct, or it is 
NOT CONSIDERED BY ME TO BE VALID ADVANCE NOTICE. 
 
15.3) Since I have the same freewill, in this freewill Universe, as those ones who choose to 
deceive, I AM using my freewill, to DECLARE AND TO ORDER THAT NO ONE has the 
right to openly deceive me in any way that affects my life harmfully and negatively 
without FIRST having face to face negotiations without any adversarial tactics used. 
 
NOTICE OF COSMIC LAWS GOVERNING THE RULES OF DECEPTION WITHIN A 
FREEWILL ZONE 
 
15.5) You have the right to freely deceive, ONLY if I have the right to freely demand NOT to 
be deceived and have that demand adhered to. All souls and created beings are equal in the 
eyes of Prime Creator who first created them. Not one of these souls has more rights than the 
next.  Freewill is complicated to fully understand, but I assure you that the off worlders who 
first gave the Earth the Ancient Law of Contracts understood them very well. 



 
They understood that THEY could do nothing here on Earth without first gaining the consent 
of those living here. Whether done through trickery, mind control, or deception, consent is, 
and always has been, MANDATORY for any one individual soul to do an action which has an 
effect on another individual soul, without incurring grave consequences from Prime Creator. 
IN MY CASE, I remove all consent to the use of deception period! 
 
DEFINITION(S) OF DECEPTION 
 
16) Deception: 

• To knowingly lie, to tell an untruth. To knowingly hide from view. To act in any way 
covertly. To keep important and vital information secret. To act from behind the 
scenes, while pretending that the act is coming from someplace else, or not even 
happening. 

• To act in a way that negatively affects myself, and/or affects someone else, that in turn 
comes back to affect me. To hide, to remain anonymous while intending to cause 
harm, whether physical, mental, and/or emotional, with regard to my living and 
breathing incarnated body, mind and being. 

• To withhold ANY vital information that would give myself, and/or someone else that 
may in turn affect me, the opportunity to make a different choice so as to AVOID 
negative consequences and harmful circumstances. 

• To strike out, and to act anonymously in ways that are negatively affecting myself, 
and/or other beings, while remaining behind the scenes so as to confuse, to confound, 
and/or to unreasonably construct an advantage over myself and/or those other living 
beings. 

• To use others, including non-human entities to deceive and mislead.  
• To use A.I. or computer driven exchanges to violate Freewill and deceive.  

These are all considered deception. 
 
16.1) To deny my incarnate being, through trickery, deception, and/or false contract, my  
freewill, without first getting my fully awakened, and aware consent, (nothing hidden) is to 
deny in practice that Freewill exists, and thus, those beings doing such acts 
have NO legitimate and rightful claim to FREEWILL anywhere in the Universe for 
themselves, since their very actions here deny that freewill exists. 
 
NOTICE TO ALL EARTHLY VISITORS AND DEFINITION OF EARTHLY VISITORS 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
17) Definition of Earthly Visitor and an Off Worlder: 

• Those not living their natural lives on this planet, whether human or Non-Human, 
whether from this, or any other dimension, whether from any other alternative and/or 
parallel, space and time. 

Definition of a living being: 
• Any incarnated man or woman, and/or any other being that is not machine based, but 

in fact lives and breathes in an organic nature and has established a true connection to 
SOURCE.  

 
17.1) NOTICE: The leaders and government officials living on the surface of the Earth, and 
within the Earth, and above the Earth, AND all of hose church officials operating at the 
VATICAN that you deal with currently or historically, DO NOT SPEAK for every human 
being (man or woman) living on this planet and do not now, nor have ever, spoken for me or 



on my behalf – I am not under your control or jurisdiction and neither are any strawmen or 
other false representatives of me you may be harboring. All implied jurisdiction is hereby 
revoked in perpetuity.  
 
17.2) YOU (as Earthly Visitors) are also being specifically NOTICED to both behave yourself 
while visiting this planet called EARTH, because this is my PLANETARY HOME by right of 
INCARNATION!  Also, make certain that before you interact with any other Earth Human 
Being, each and every individual being has given its CONSCIOUS CONSENT in full 
transparency, if you should choose to effect that being negatively and/or in a dark way. 
 
17.3) I specifically reserve all “RIGHTS” that are cosmically granted to my living being and 
SOUL, by the higher “Galactic”, and higher “Universal Councils” which are given to all 
living beings who are currently taking a physical incarnation here on the EARTH, (also 
known as Gaia, or Terra/TerraNew) and I make NULL AND VOID all claims historically 
made by other humans and/or non-humans, as well as certain Earthly Visitors, that may 
indicate that I have inadvertently signed away and/or given up any of my SOULS rights 
and/or given consent tacitly and/or unwittingly to any type of harm. These rights given by the 
higher “Universal Councils” include the right to claim reparation, and restitution for any and 
all damages and harm, no matter how tiny, as a result of refusing to negotiate with me! 
 
17.4) I specifically CHALLENGE, REBUKE, AND MAKE VOID,  every assumption and 
presumption of having ever given away and/or surrendered any RESERVED RIGHTS, and/or 
given any VALID CONSENT, for negative actions that are, and/or have been adversely 
effecting me, which are/have been caused as a result of Treaties signed by Earthly Visitors 
and Earths psychopathic leaders. 
 
17.5) I specifically CHALLENGE all assumptions/presumptions that may be legally made, 
knowing that any such giving away of rights, consent, or freedoms, would have to have 
been gained through criminal deception, mind control, or trickery, (Fraud) and thus renders 
any assumed/presumed CONSENT in any case or matter, TOTALLY INVALID. 
 
TREATIES 
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
17.7) NO TREATY historically made with any human being, and/or group of humans living 
on the EARTH, (or non-humans from off of the Earth, if they claim ownership), IS VALID, if 
that Contract or that Treaty in any way effects my life, my natural life, and my body, mind, 
and soul in what I would consider to be a measurably negative and/or dark way! 
 

• The only exception to this rule is to first gain my fully informed, and current, (not 
more than 2 years old) consent in a separate VALID CONTRACT and/or Valid Treaty 
that has been fully negotiated with me (face to face), and then signed with a wet purple 
ink signature. 

 
NO TREATY made by anyone, anywhere is valid, if it collaterally effects my living and 
breathing being, my life, my natural life, my happiness, and/or my wealth in a dark, harmful 
and/or negative way without my full and comprehensive, transparent consent to the said 
and/or stated Treaty, (even if I am not party to such a treaty). 
This includes all corporate treaties and contracts as well as OFF WORLD TREATIES. 
 
17.7.1) A separate SPECIAL CONTRACT or treaty with my living and breathing incarnated 



being is necessary, to be negotiated face to face and signed by me, if any actions done here on 
Earth (by Earthly Visitors) which includes all military technology transfers, have had the 
slightest detrimental effects upon my natural life! 
 
In the absence of such a negotiated treaty, I reserve the RIGHT TO CLAIM DAMAGES from 
these beings, entities, or Earthly Visitors, (not only in this natural life, but the next, and the 
next) until full payment is made and received! 
 
17.7.2) While such a TREATY must be negotiated face to face, and then signed, depending 
upon the nature of the treaty, daily updates may be required. 
 
17.7.3) To be clear, all treaties historically made anywhere at any time, that are destined to 
affect me in a measurably negative and harmful way, must be renegotiated with me as well, 
or they will be considered under my fully ordained AUTHORITY, that has been bestowed 
upon me by PRIME CREATOR, to be null and void.  
This statement stands throughout all time, space, densities, dimensions, all lifetimes, 
timelines, versions, aspects DNA, ancestors etc.! 
 
17.7.4) These persons, beings, entities, corporations, secret groups, human or non-human, 
from Earth, or not from Earth, in making such treaties with Earthly Visitors, and once finding 
out about my NOTICE OF CONTRACT have the standard allowable amount of earth time (3 
business days) to contact me as a living and breathing man, and rectify the situation  in order 
to restore balance, harmony and honor and I will gladly resolve the matters amicably.  
 
NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT; NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO 
PRINCIPAL. 
 
17.8) The internet is capable of reaching any technology available to advanced Races, and 
thus, NO OTHER PUBLIC NOTICE IS NECESSARY! 
 
17.13) I cannot be included in any TREATIES, agreements or other “decisions” based on the 
collective’s acceptance unless notified personally, in writing six months in advance of said 
agreement. I am opting out of any agreements made in the past which include me and are not 
deemed of or for my highest good by MYSELF and SOURCE, as such all agreements are 
voided and accommodations must be made immediately by the offending parties, which 
include but are not limiting to removing me from all lists up to compensation from damages.  
  
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
18) If any such acts, events, treaties, and/or any other things as listed above are being done, 
and/or ever were done, then those acts occurred without my consent, and without full 
knowledge of the consequences, and will be considered deception, and will thus formally and 
fully engage any entity, being, corporation, secret group, machine technology, A.I., person, 
human and non-human, from Earth, and not from Earth, into this openly transparent and 
historically NOTICED contract by their own action/s of choosing to do these things, without 
first negotiating a lawfully Valid Treaty or Contract with my own living being. 
 
19) All “tacit” or presumed consent for any act of doing, done by another person, entity, 
being, that affects me in any way that I would consider to be dark and/or negative what-so-
ever is hereby now permanently removed, and challenged, and denied.  
It is denied to any and all beings and entities UNLESS A CURRENT CONTRACT and/or 
TREATY has been negotiated with me face to face in the physical body and on the Earth. 



 
20) Consent for any and all acts which affect my living body, mind and soul in a negative 
way, must now be asked for, and acquired for EACH individual act which concerns my 
natural life, IF that act effects my natural life, freedom, wealth, happiness, or reserved rights 
in any way that is negative even if said beings fail to see the negative impact or do not see 
their actions as a violation of FREEWILL or negative in any way. Errors must me made on 
the side of over explanation not less.  
 
21) 10 (ten) Earth days are given for a “valid response”* from ALL Earthly Visitors and Off 
Worlders that have been involved in ANY treaties made with Earthly Leaders that currently 
effect my living being, or the way I live my natural life in a harmful and negative way. 
If NO valid response is given or received, it will be considered to be an ADMISSION of the 
guilt of having created such treaties, and also the total and complete ACCEPTANCE OF 
THIS CONTRACT as a VALID REPLACEMENT to any missing treaty which could have 
been negotiated with me in good faith. 
 
In addition, no valid response constitutes a TOTAL AGREEMENT TO ALL PAYMENTS 
CLAIMED for any negative effects that such treaties made with all Earthly Leaders (or those 
who claim Authority here), may have had upon my living being and natural life without first 
gaining my formal valid consent. 
 
21.1) *Definition of a valid response: 
 
Direct face to face contact with my living being is the only acceptable valid response. Face 
to face negotiations are required. No other being is allowed to negotiate or consent on my 
behalf, not now, not ever.  
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
21.2) I respect all forms of life, AND do recognize their rights and free will, I acknowledge 
that Freewill exists, thus guaranteeing my right to Freewill here, and in the higher levels. 
 
NOTICE OF RULES FOR ACCESSING THE INTERNET (A PUBLIC INFORMATION 
VENUE) 
 
22) For any printed consent form, presented for agreement, from any corporate business or 
outlet, which allows me to access the internet through their system – TAKE NOTICE! 
If I am “compelled” to push an agree button to access the internet, I am only  agreeing to 
give very limited consent in order to gain immediate access the internet through a secondary 
party, but I AM NOT consenting to and/or agreeing to give up any rights and authority, 
(already listed here) which I always hold in reserve. 
 
To give up and/or surrender any reserved rights and authority would require a fully 
negotiated, face to face, CONTRACT OF CONSENT in order to be considered valid 
consent.   
 
Special Notice to: Apple, Google, Yahoo, Gmail, Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, and others – 
By asking for my agreement online, without face to face negotiations YOU are agreeing that 
NO CONTRACT has ever in fact been made between my real living being, my on-line 
persona (whatever that “name” happens to be at the moment) and your Corporation, Company 
or Group! 
 



In the absence of such face to face negotiations, (human being to human being) any such 
assumed/presumed consent will be considered INVALID BY ME, and gained through 
criminal deception, and/or trickery and will immediately bring the deceiver under this 
comprehensive Notice of Contract. 
 
22.1) For any and all access errors received while using the internet. I REMOVE ALL 
CONSENT to any limitations to my personal internet freedom that is placed there by design 
to simply control and/or steer my browsing behavior. ALL access errors – and other such 
nonsense which may be placed in my way by A.I., algorithms, and robots are forbidden under 
this contract, whether caused by being, entity, or machine technology. 
Those living beings that do this without first obtaining a valid contract with me must contact 
me, and negotiate in order to secure a valid contract first or immediately fall under the terms 
of this contract. No exceptions. (See Authority – Section 25) 
 
22.2) In addition, I REMOVE ALL CONSENT to the modification of any equipment 
(electronic or otherwise) that I may have purchased what so ever, that prevents me from 
accessing the internet, and/or certain web pages and their video content (YouTube as just one 
example).  
 
22.3) Definition of Valid Contract: 
A valid contract is a contract that has been negotiated with me face to face, and agreed upon! 
All other forms of contract are invalid!  All plausible and possible affects or effects of any 
contract must be disclosed during the negotiations, or the contract is also invalid.  All 
contracts must be signed by me with wet PURPLE INK, or else that contract is invalid! 
 
23) Finally this Notice of Contract may change at any time without further Notice.  All 
changes go into immediate AND retro-active effect. 
 
AUTHORITY 
 
The only authority I operate under derives from this one TRUTH: I, who is known as 
alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN INDIVIDUATED ASPECT 
OF SOURCE.  
 
24) My AUTHORITY is derived directly from PRIME CREATOR, SOURCE, UNITY! 
I am my own representative to HE who created my Soul, and I have a Special Agreement with 
that Being which is the SOURCE OF ALL! No other authority is therefore needed, and no 
authority can ever be placed before HIS AUTHORITY where my Eternal Soul, physical body, 
and mental being are concerned.  
  
24.1) Since I AM my own representative of and to PRIME CREATOR, then NO OTHER 
spiritual or religious authority here on the Earth can supersede my own directly ordained 
AUTHORITY with the true FATHER and CREATOR of all that is.  
This includes all those who are either appointed, and/or elected to hold office, whether here on 
Earth, or off the Earth, where “powers” are granted, and/or authority is bestowed, either to 
regulate or to govern, because I am already under a private “special agreement” with THAT, 
which can only be defined as pure love. 
 
24.2) I, here and now, in the past, and in the future, remove all presumed consent, tacit 
consent, and assumed compliance with all lessor Authorities that are EARTH based and 
merely human, as is my Right under my special agreement with Prime Creator, who is the 
maker of all UNIVERSES, and I CHOOSE to stay under HIS AUTHORITY ONLY with no 



other authorities standing in between. All “agents” acting on my behalf have now be fired and 
their authority revoked – in all timelines, all planes of existence through all expressions.  
 
24.3) In ALL matters concerning my living being, and/or my living and breathing body, mind 
and spirit, which includes my Astral body, and all other levels of my multi-dimensional being, 
my Special Agreement with PRIME CREATOR IS FINAL, and supersedes every other 
Agreement and/or Authority, Convention, Statute, and/or Regulation that has ever been 
written and/or thought of that is either Earth based, and off world based. 
This is especially true if such things seek to enslave my physical body and/or being, and/or 
limit my freedom in any way without first gaining my conscious, fully aware, and fully 
informed (nothing hidden) Consent after face to face negotiations. 
 
24.4) Pre-birth incarnational contracts are all, here and now, made permanently NULL and 
VOID as a result of the gross deceptions, gross violations, trickery, mind-control, and black 
magic occult practices that have been used without my consent. 
 
24.4.1) Due to conditions of Contractual breech by dark magicians and worshippers of 
Satan, I PROCLAIM THAT NO CONTRACT, I have ever signed as concerns incarnations 
upon the Earth is Valid. Even if that contract was signed 26,000 years ago, or even 
1,000,000 (One Million) years ago in all dimensions, all timelines, all densities. Timeless 
contracts are by nature void, all agreements not deemed by me or SOURCE as being for 
my/OUR highest good are void.  
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
25) Any being, entity, corporation, secret group, or person, whether human, non-human, and 
reptile who willingly seeks to limit my freedoms while living on Earth, and deprive me of a 
perfectly healthy life and body, and happiness, my natural life’s wealth, which includes any 
monies I have personally earned with my efforts, and/or am entitled to by my physical 
appearance and incarnation upon this planet, is now duly NOTICED: 
 
26) By the action of doing these things, YOU are entering into a BINDING AUTOMATIC 
CONTRACT to compensate me for these acts in the amount that I have clearly noticed and 
designated above. 
 
27) The COST, and consequences of entering into my Contract, IS/ARE AGREED TO BE 
PAID IN FULL by each man and/or woman (living entity/being) once incurred through the 
act of doing any of the above mentioned things, and/or those actions now mentioned as 
follows: 
 
LIMITING my freedom, DEPRIVING me of a healthy life and body, interfering with my 
happiness, DEPRIVING me of any wealth that I have ever created and earned, through ANY 
means that I would never have agreed to if fully disclosed, including taxation and all 
agreements where one, or their agents, employees or minions are in dishonor with me. 
Balance must be restored and love and compassion will be forthcoming to those who step 
forward to restore honor immediately.  
 
This Binding Contract is agreed to, no matter whether I as a living being, (a man incarnate 
upon the Earth) am still living on the Earth, or have left the physical portion of my 
being/body, and moved on to somewhere else in the multiverse. This contract also applies to 
all forms of intelligent machine technology. If you are intelligent technology or (A.I.) then 
your programmers/creators are equally responsible for your debt!  You will inform them of 



this, since as intelligent technology that can think. If you fail to do this, YOU AGREE to be 
totally destroyed instead. 
 
28) It is accepted and demanded that any and all payments to be made, will be made 
immediately. As listed above.  
 
29) Contact me immediately to resolve compensation matters as needed.  
 
30) To use fictitious legal constructions known as a Birth Certificate, a Passport, an 
Identification Card, a Social Security Card, and a Driver’s License, as substitutes for an open 
and transparent negotiated Contract of CONSENT for any acts that affect me negatively and 
harm my life, is expressly Forbidden and those feeding off of those deceptions must cease 
their actions! 
 
No fictional device and/or fictional construction can be used as a replacement for a valid, 
fair, and openly negotiated, and fully disclosed CONTRACT! 
(See definition of Valid Contract above). 
 
31) Time Travel, whether done physically or by any other means of Quantum Access, is 
expressly forbidden if the goal of that Quantum Access is to bypass and to subvert this Notice 
of Contract, and/or to change either myself, my natural life, and/or the Timeline! 
 
32) Time Travel is forbidden if it is used to pass on ANY information about me and my 
natural life to any agents, machines, (A.I.) principals or players, human and non-human, from 
Earth, and not from Earth, since that information is claimed by me as my property, created by 
me as part of my natural life experience, and protected under my special agreement with 
PRIME CREATOR! 
 
32.1) Modifier: If any being and/or entity and/or even intelligent machine technology who is 
working with the LOVE vibration who has the best interest of human beings living on the 
Earth at heart and mind, then an agreement can be reached, (negotiated) for the transport 
(through time) of vital information, If this is done with my full knowledge and consent. 
 
33) Those who use Time Travel and Quantum Access in any way that negatively affects me, 
and my natural life, AGREE to compensate me one thousand times more for each incident, 
than the quoted rate of One Trillion Troy Ounces of Pure Gold (24 karat). 
 
34) Finally, this NOTICE is made fully RETROACTIVE to the very moment of the beginning 
of my natural life on Earth due to the complexities involved in dealing with both Quantum 
Access and Time Travel. 
 
35) The “EFFECTIVE DATE” of this DECLARATION AND NOTICE goes back primarily 
to the inception/conception date of my current natural life on this planet Earth for all things, 
however for “special circumstances”…, it goes far back to the very first Treaty made by the 
Corporate US Government with any ET Race for any reason, AND goes back to the very first 
Treaty made by the Catholic Church with any ET Race for any reason, and also goes back to 
the ELDERS that may have been chosen by the Atlantean Council, who then made any Treaty 
with any ET race or species for any reason. 
 
All agreements made on my behalf, or my FUTURE behalf, as an individual or a member of 
some group or collective are void.  
 



I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  
 
NOTICE OF POSSIBILITY FOR THE PEACEFUL RESOLUTION OF THIS 
CONTRACT WITHOUT PAYMENT – AND MORE RULES 
 
36) All CONTRACTS entered into with me, (by beings that have done so by the doing of 
these acts) CAN BE RESOLVED WITHOUT PAYMENT, but only on a case by case basis, 
as I see fit, depending upon circumstance, and depending upon the intent with which each act 
occurred! 
 
37) Negotiations for Resolution (other than payment) must be done with me face to face, and 
be must done with an honest and clear intent to seek forgiveness for each separate act. 
Reasonable compensation must be offered, but may not necessarily be accepted. 
 
38) This Contract is Valid Everywhere in the Universe, and can Not BE MADE VOID. 
 
39) NO previous consent ever given, if done under duress, and/or as a result of deception, 
and/or without fully being informed of all of the possible outcomes, is considered valid.  
If conditions of validity are not present, then no CONTRACT or Treaty Exists with me and the 
above Contract remains in FULL FORCE OF COSMIC LAW. 
 
40) I reserve All RIGHTS given to the SOUL by its CREATOR. 
(The Soul is my living, multi-dimensional being both here on EARTH and in the higher levels 
of Consciousness and existence/awareness). 
 
41) I do not consent to any law or statute, that purports to take away and/or limit ANY 
freedom given to the Soul by its Creator unless specifically and transparently consented to by 
me, with full ramifications of such consent openly revealed to me at the time such consent is 
given, and to be continually updated as to any and all changes in such ramifications with the 
opportunity to opt out easily!  
 
42) Any information and data being hidden from me, automatically nullifies and voids all 
contracts AND previous consents made by me (my living being) immediately, and places the 
creator of such a deceptive contract under MY CONTRACT. 
 
43) Any ramifications to actions done and/or intended to be done to me by others that are 
buried and hidden in a pile of legal paperwork (more than 3 single pages measuring 8 inches 
by 11 inches, with standard size print) with the intention to hide such information, is to be 
considered deception and will immediately fall under the deception clause of my contract. 
(Contracts for individual acts should be simple) 
 
44) Any fine print, or print that is unreadable by the normal human eye without assistance 
from technology, and/or any added clauses to any treaty and/or contract made by me are 
specifically forbidden and are considered to be deception, and will automatically fall under 
the deception clause of my contract unless I am notified first, and all such items are 
renegotiated by me in full honesty and transparency. 
 
45) Any attempt to subvert my rights through deception, whether overt, covert or other is to 
automatically agree to contract with me by the action of doing these things.   
 
I, who is known as alan ritter on Earth, AM A FULLY ACTUATED SOVEREIGN 
INDIVIDUATED ASPECT OF SOURCE.  



 
Statement: What has been done has been done. We cannot undo or correct the past, but 
we can retain honor as we all move forward. To those who wish to “make amends” for 
the attacks, dishonorable efforts, manipulative efforts, the truly horrifying things done 
to me: You are free to resolve the matters and I will gracefully and gladly accept the 
form of balance suggest herein. This statement of truth is not meant to be complete, but 
is meant to serve as formal notice to those for whom “contracts” are the method of 
manipulation and control. The days of war are over, peace and harmony will be your 
way to redemption and acceptence of self.  
 
THIS DECLARATION of IMMORTALITY, FREEDOM, FREEWILL, IMMUNITY 
FROM EARTH’S AUTHORITY STRUCTURE, and LIVING PROCLAMATION of 
INDEPENDENCE FOR THE ETERNAL SOUL is valid throughout the entire known 
Universe! 
 
It now exists and stands as a testimony of fact in every Time and Timeline, including the Past, 
Present and Future, all dimensions, densities and planes of existence! 
 
It stands as written in every Galaxy and System, Reality and Realm, Alternative Dimension 
and areas of Space that are known and unknown. It is good in every parallel reality, parallel 
universe, and all places and spaces in between. It is good outside of time and in any virtual 
spaces or realms where time has been copied, only to be “cut and pasted” back into other 
timelines, realms, universes or realities. It covers ALL: If SOURCE IS PRESENT, so is this 
statement and the intent behind it.  
 
Fully authenticated and signed with my living authority, and my consent, May 29, 2021 
 

 
 
 
 


